globally competent Graduate Leaders in Engineering, leaders in industry and leaders for various walks of life.
Indian institutes should learn what to teach, how to teach
and benchmark with the world best. They should give birth to new technologies and new technology based firms.
They should give birth to sunrise technologies and become like "heart" to our body, continuously keep pumping brand new technology in industry, so as to make them globally competitive. They should enable Indian industry to become leader and not remain follower like in the past.
Can they become a "Light House" for industry? This paper suggests and gives directions to institutions for reformation.
Scope of the Study
The study encompasses all engineering colleges, article. This will lead to better creation of better leaders for construction of roads, railways, water supply schemes and industries. It is to be realised that health of Indian economy depends on health of higher and technical education institutes. The subject of this paper is critical to well being of Indian people.
Universities, colleges are main players to create brave new India. Knowledge is power, but that knowledge which today is relevant and purposeful. Intellectual property is more important than any other property. India cannot progress leaving the institutions behind. In fact it is they who can best push India on the path of progress. They ought to be the engines of development and no bogies. They need to be modernised urgently to create leaders of world class standard, lest India is bound to get mediocre leaders to manage its professional affairs at national and international levels. Leaders matter most in creating future.
They should dream big, think great and show commitment to implement dreams to create new knowledge, new theories and new technologies. In knowledge society of today they matter most.
Purpose of the Study
Purpose of the article is to transform Indian economy, industry, and its standing in the world. Purpose is to inform the key people in Higher and Technical Education about the policies and practices, visions and missions being pursued by the world class institutions elsewhere in the world. Indian institutions ought to learn from outside become extrovert and not remain introvert. The world is changing very fast, technological obsolescence rate in high, Indian industry and people must have to cope with.
They cannot afford to be stationary or moving slowly in high velocity world technology environment. Indian economy ought to come out of low income and offer higher income and higher standard of living to its people. Dream of India to become a world power will be achieved only if technological institutions improve, not otherwise. If they do not improve, there is no hope to create bright future for India. Purpose is to bridge the gap between Indian institutes and foreign, bring out issues which when attended technical education will improve, and better standard of living will come to people.
Can we not do what world best institutions are doing?
The article traces Indian systems and procedures and makes an attempt to compare them with the world class, so as to improve the lot of people. What counts most now is the intellectual and technological capital of a nation, Marketing is Essential [6] Marketing is a usual practice in profit making companies.
Companies earn money by selling their goods and services. In non profit organizations like universities and colleges however, marketing is rare. They consider them to be in sellers market, like in the past. people at large in society is necessary. According to a study, around 3000 companies owe their origin to MIT. This is not unique with MIT. It is true of almost all research universities in US, Canada, Australia and China. 
World Experience in Technical Universities

What is the Use of that Research Which inspite of Potential is not Exploited Commercially?
There are many researches done in universities and which 
Marketing Gives Feedback to Produce Technologies that Can be Sold
A friend of mine, 25 years back went from Pune to USA. He studied masters and PhD and then started a company in Silicon Valley. He returned to India after a gap of 25 years.
We received him on Mumbai airport. He was curious to see the progress made by India. We were driving by car to 
Creativity, Discovery, Innovativeness Enable Nations to Win in Global Competition
The author was reading an article written by an American He came to conclusions that, a nation creating follower's can never compete with a nation creating leaders, unless in future it changes its strategies and improves. Universities in India need to incorporate creativity, discovery and innovativeness in syllabi and aim to produce leaders, which require market study to increase outreach on continuous basis. Technology generation, its marketing and technology transfer department is now a must, is on critical path, if India has to make a mark in world.
What can be the new Agenda for Technological Universities?
A university by definition is a place where knowledge is generated. They should be technology generators, There is a story of two armies which were fighting a battle will not be those who simply make commodities faster and cheaper than competition. They will be those who develop talent, technologies, techniques and tools so advanced that there is no competition."
These observations are useful to our universities also.
Universities can be enterprising only if they have effective knowledge transfer & Marketing Department.
Conclusions
From discussions above following conclusions emerge.
· Marketing is the first and foremost thing for universities to do.
Marketing is not only for profit making companies, but also Unless universities adapt to marketing, it is less likely that they will be world class, in spite of potential. True image of universities needs to be depicted in the market for which more effort in marketing is needed.
· Technological universities can accelerate Brain Gain.
Thousands of students are going abroad every year.
They have been going from Gandhi, Nehru period. This is happening mainly because our universities are highly deficient in knowledge generation & knowledge transfer to the industry and society.
If India creates research based, world class technological universities, and market new technologies, to industry the universities will be providing world class graduates to run India's professional affairs nationally and internationally.
India will then tend to become a technology leader.
